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\section*{Abstract}

This study addressed the engagement of attention and working memory, as inferred from electrophysiological measurements, in the processing of small sets of objects. We recorded N2pc and CDA, two lateralized components of the EEG signal associated respectively with individuation and visual working memory, while participants enumerated a variable number (1–9) of uniquely colored targets among distractors. Behavioral results showed a clear subitizing effect, with lower error rates for smaller (1–3 targets) than larger sets. ERP results showed that both N2pc and CDA amplitudes increased as a function of target numerosity up to approximately three targets. However, individual differences in the enumeration efficiency were correlated only with the individual variation in the N2pc modulations. The results suggest that the constraints of the attentional individuation system play a significant role in the occurrence of the subitizing phenomenon.

\section*{1. Introduction}

Decades of behavioral research has indicated that humans are very accurate and fast when enumerating small set of objects, up to approximately three-four elements (Kaufman et al., 1949; Mandler and Shebo, 1982; Trick and Pylyshyn, 1994). This phenomenon is known as subitizing and it is signaled by the presence of an inflection point in the behavioral data function, corresponding to a sudden change in the enumeration slope. This inflection point is considered as the signature of the existence of two different ways of processing small and large numerosities (but see Whalen et al., 1999 for a different account). Neuroimaging experiments have provided support for this distinction by showing different brain activations associated with the enumeration of small versus large object quantities (Ansari et al., 2007; Vuokko et al., 2013). Additionally, studies on patients have reported dissociations in processing small and large quantities of objects (Dehaene and Cohen, 1994; Demeyere et al., 2012).

Despite the large number of studies on the subitizing phenomenon the nature of small-numerosity processing remains elusive. There are at least two contending accounts of the subitizing effect (e.g. Feigenson et al., 2004; Leslie et al., 1998; Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993; Whalen et al., 1999). On one account (Cavanagh and He, 2011; Trick and Pylyshyn, 1994), subitizing reflects a limitation in the simultaneous individuation of multiple objects. While early proposals (e.g. Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993) argued that individuation operates pre-attentively, there is growing consensus that it is one of the key functions of attention. Therefore, capacity limits of the...
attentional functions could play a key role in the subitizing phenomenon. In line with this explanation, recent studies have indicated that enumeration accuracy for small target numerosities varies with modulations of the attentional load (e.g. Egeth et al., 2008; Railet et al., 2008; Vetter et al., 2008). Support for this account has also come from neuroimaging studies (Ansari et al., 2007; Vetter et al., 2011), which have shown differential modulation of the tempo-parietal junction, a region previously linked to exogenous attention (e.g. Corbetta and Shulman, 2002), for small versus large target numerosities.

An alternative explanation of subitizing considers this effect as the result of late, capacity-limited processes related to visual working memory (Cowan, 2001; Feigenson et al., 2004; Feigenson, 2011). This account is based on the idea that working memory may be crucial for maintaining active the representations of individual items during the process of mapping the set of elements onto a specific numerical value. Since visual working memory is limited in capacity (Cowan, 2001) only a limited number of representations can be maintained active simultaneously, thus generating the subitizing effect. The working memory account of subitizing is inspired by previous research on multiple objects discrimination in infants and animals. In these studies participants choose between two groups of objects that were previously hidden behind a screen simultaneously (e.g., Rugani et al., 2009) or, in other paradigm (e.g., Feigenson and Carey, 2003, 2005) they search for objects that were sequentially hidden in a box. Results indicate that both infants and animals are able to retrieve correctly all the objects or to choose the larger amount of items only when their number does not exceed three or four, thus suggesting that they possess the ability to discriminate small numerosities. Support for the working memory account of subitizing is provided by a recent study on human adults that has found that individual differences in a working memory task are correlated with individual variations in the subitizing limit (Piazza et al., 2011; but see Tuholski et al., 2001). In that study participants had to count a variable number of items while maintaining two or four objects in visual working memory for a delayed match-to-sample judgment. The individual subitizing range varied as a function of the number of objects to be maintained in visual working memory, suggesting that this mechanism may have a significant role in the subitizing phenomenon.

In the present study, we used an electrophysiological approach to investigate the contributions of multiple object individuation and working-memory processes on subitizing. The high temporal resolution of EEG affords the opportunity to investigate temporally dissociable processes such as object individuation and visual working memory, which are assumed to operate in sequence and have therefore separate time courses. Using this approach, it is possible to address directly the involvement of these temporally separated mechanisms in enumeration of small quantities in a single task, without having to introduce a secondary task to probe the involvement of a specific process (attention versus VWM) on the subitizing effect. We focused on N2pc and CDA, two neural indexes that have been recently shown to track, respectively, individuation of multiple objects and their maintenance in visual working memory.

N2pc (N2 posterior contralateral) is a transient component of the ERPs that is recorded around 200 ms post-stimulus onset from the posterior electrodes contralateral to the side of presentation of lateralized targets (Eimer, 1996; Luck and Hillyard, 1994). The N2pc is considered to be the neural reflection of target selection (either through target enhancement or distractor suppression) and is elicited in a variety of tasks, ranging from present/absent judgments to visual discrimination and multiple object tracking (Drew and Vogel, 2008; Mazza et al., 2009a, 2009b). Recent studies on enumeration (Ester et al., 2012; Mazza and Caramazza, 2011; Mazza et al., 2013; Pagano and Mazza, 2012) have found that the N2pc amplitude changes as a function of target numerosity. For instance, Ester et al. (2012) found that the amplitude of N2pc was modulated by the number of targets to be enumerated, increasing up to three items and then reaching an asymptote for larger numerosities. This result suggests that subitizing depends on constraints operating at the individuation stage where only a limited number of objects can be individuated simultaneously (Pylyshyn, 1989; Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993).

CDA (Contralateral Delay Activity; also called SPGN, Sustained Posterior Contralateral Negativity) is a sustained negativity elicited at approximately 400 ms post-stimulus onset from posterior sites contralateral to the side of the target (Robitaille et al., 2009; Vogel and Machizawa, 2004). This component has been recorded mainly in delayed match-to-sample tasks during the maintenance phase (Ikkai et al., 2010; McCollough et al., 2007; Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) or in multiple object tracking tasks during the tracking period (Drew et al., 2012; Drew and Vogel, 2008). The CDA amplitude is also modulated by the number (up to 3–4) of objects that must be maintained in visual working memory, suggesting that this component reflects a capacity-limited mechanism that maintains active multiple visual representations (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004).

To assess the role of both individuation and visual working memory in subitizing here we asked participants to count an extended range of target numerosities (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9) while recording N2pc and CDA. We evaluated the involvement of N2pc and CDA in subitizing by concentrating on three key aspects of the electrophysiological activity.

First, we focused on the modulations of N2pc and CDA in response to changes in the number of targets to be enumerated. If both individuation and working memory are involved in simultaneously processing multiple targets during enumeration, both the N2pc and CDA should be modulated by the number of targets presented in the visual field. Second, given the limit in the number of objects that can be “subitized”, we predicted that we should observe an inflection point in the neural mechanism(s) that underlies the subitizing phenomenon, a sort of “neural subitizing effect”. For this reason, we assessed for the presence of an inflection point in the electrophysiological response (see also Ester et al., 2012). To anticipate, here we focused on a subset of target numerosities (1–5) instead of taking into account the whole range (1–9). This was done to make our results comparable to the extant ones (Ester et al., 2012). Third, we evaluated which of the mechanisms (individuation or working memory, or both) better reflects the subitizing phenomenon by focusing on the correspondence between individual differences in the behavioral subitizing and individual differences in the neural...
components. Here we hypothesized that there should be a close relationship between individual differences in enumeration performance and individual differences in the efficiency of the neural component(s) that track the subitizing effect.

Previous studies (Ester et al., 2012; Mazza et al., 2013; Pagano and Mazza, 2012) have shown that the attentional mechanism indexed by N2pc plays a role in subitizing. However, the literature lacks a thorough assessment of the CDA pattern as a function of target numerosity during enumeration. To our knowledge, Pagano and Mazza (2012) is the only study that measured CDA during a task in which participants had to enumerate multiple targets presented among distractors. The study indicated that CDA was modulated by target quantity, suggesting that visual working memory may be involved in subitizing. However, the use of a sparse range of target numerosities in that study (i.e. 1, 3, 5 and 7 targets) may have induced the use of strategies (e.g., classification and/or estimation) that are not typically involved in exact enumeration of small target quantities. Moreover, the use of a limited range of numerosities may have shaped the enumeration function accordingly, inducing an “end effect” (Mandler and Shebo, 1982) for the largest numerosity in the set (i.e. 7), and thus reducing the possibility of a detailed assessment of the CDA modulations for object numerosities. By using a more extended and continuous set of numerosities in the present study we sought to overcome the limitations of the previous studies in assessing the functioning of individuation and visual working memory during subitizing. The use of the 1–9 numerosity range was motivated by previous research (e.g. Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994) showing that this range elicits a stable subitizing effect at approximately 3 targets. In addition, adding more data points to the enumeration function with several numerosities within and above the subitizing range allowed us to obtain a fine-grained assessment of the N2pc and CDA trends during enumeration.

2. Results

2.1. Behavioral results

Error rates increased as a function of target numerosity (see Fig. 1B), as confirmed by a significant main effect of target numerosity in the repeated ANOVA with numerosity (8 levels) as factor, $F(7,105)=181.2, p<.0001$. When testing separately the two numerosity ranges (small range: 1–4 targets; large range: 5–8 targets) there was a significant effect of target numerosity in both cases (small range: $F(3,45)=49.09, p<.001$; large range: $F(3,45)=12.45, p<.001$), indicating that error rates increased both in the small and in the large ranges. However, visual inspection of the error rate trend revealed that the steepness of the function was different in the two ranges, replicating the findings of previous studies on visual enumeration (e.g. Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994). A more thorough statistical assessment of the function steepness is reported in Section 2.5.

2.2. ERP results

The first ANOVA with component (N2pc and CDA) and numerosity (1–8) as factors showed significant effects of numerosity, $F(7,105)=10.2, p<.001$, component $F(1,15)=15.08, p<.01$, and of the numerosity X component interaction, $F(7,105)=14.02, p<.001$. However, the follow-up ANOVAs conducted separately for the N2pc and CDA to explore the significant interaction indicated a significant effect of numerosity for both components (N2pc: $F(7,105)=p<.01$; CDA: $F(7,105)=13.04, p<.001$).

The ANOVA on the small numerosity range (1–4 targets) showed a significant effect of numerosity for both N2pc, $F(3,45)=7.74, p<.0001$, and CDA, $F(3,45)=27.4, p<.001$. The ANOVA on the large numerosity range (5–8 targets) revealed no significant effects (N2pc $p=.16$, CDA $p=.25$). These results suggest that the amplitude of both components increased as a function of target numerosity only in the small numerosity range (see Fig. 2A and B). The scalp topographies of both components confirmed this pattern by indicating that the amplitude modulations of both N2pc and CDA were present in the small numerosity range but not in the large range (see Fig. 2C and D).

2.3. Model fitting results

The results reported in the present section were computed for both behavioral and neural data using from 1 to 5 targets, as in the original study by Ester et al. (2012). The choice of this range additionally allowed us to avoid contaminations in the model fitting due to participants’ performance (see Section 5 for a detailed explanation).

The results of the model fitting on the behavioral data showed that the exponential model (mean adjusted $R^2=.94$) and the bilinear model (mean adjusted $R^2=.98$) had a similar performance in fitting the error rate functions. However, the comparison between the two models indicated that the bilinear model explained better the results, $t(15)=13.2, p<.001$. We estimated the inflection point by averaging together the inflection points computed by the bilinear model for each participant, the mean estimated inflection point was 3.2 targets (see Fig. 3A). Overall, the model fitting confirmed the presence of a significant subitizing effect for up to approximately 3 targets.

The results of the model fitting on the N2pc showed the presence of a significant bilinear pattern in the data. As for the behavioral data, the bilinear model (mean adjusted $R^2=.65$) has a better performance in modeling the N2pc pattern than the logarithmic model (mean adjusted $R^2=.22$, $t(15)=5.4, p<.001$). In line with the behavioral analysis, the mean estimated inflection point for N2pc was 3.2 targets (see Fig. 3B). A similar pattern of results was found for the CDA component. The model fitting showed that the bilinear model (mean adjusted $R^2=.77$) explained the data better with respect to the logarithmic model (mean adjusted $R^2=.25$, $t(15)=4.1, p<.001$). The average of the estimated inflection points for CDA was 3.01 (see Fig. 3C).^1

^1To evaluate the robustness of the results we also run the model fitting procedure using the 1–6 target range on both the neural and behavioral data. Consistent with the results reported in the main text, these analyses showed that the bilinear model represented better the data with respect to the exponential/logarithmic one.
In particular, higher inflection points in error rates (i.e., higher enumeration efficiency) corresponded to a larger difference in the N2pc fitted values between one and three targets (see Fig. 4A and B). No significant effect emerged from the analysis on the CDA (p = .18).

2.5. Slope comparison

The results of the slope comparison on the range 1–8 for both behavioral and neural data showed the presence of a significant change in the slope of the pre- and post-inflection function. As expected, the slope for the error rate was steeper after the inflection point, t(15) = −26.29, p < .001 (pre-inflection slope = 17.62%, post-inflection slope = 23.03%).

The results of the comparison between the pre- and post-inflection slopes in the neural data converge with the behavioral results. The pre-inflection slope was considerably steeper than the post-inflection one for both components: N2pc (t(15)) = −2.4, p < .01 (pre-inflection slope = 10.63 μV, post-inflection slope = 10.50 μV) and CDA (t(15)) = −3.5, p < .001 (pre-inflection slope = 10.63 μV, post-inflection slope = 10.14 μV).

3. Discussion

The present study aimed at understanding the contribution of multiple object individuation and visual working memory to subitizing by comparing the electrophysiological markers of these two processes during enumeration. The results strengthen previous research and add new knowledge to the field of multiple object processing and visual enumeration.

First, in line with previous results (e.g., Ester et al., 2012; Pagano and Mazza, 2012), we found that the N2pc component was modulated by the number of targets to be enumerated and reached a plateau at around three targets. This result converges with a growing number of studies on N2pc (Ester et al., 2012; Mazza and Caramazza, 2011; Mazza et al., 2013; Pagano and Mazza, 2012) showing that this attentional component tracks the individuation stage of multiple object processing that is critical to enumeration of small object quantities.

Second, the modulations of the CDA during the enumeration task indicates that visual working memory is also involved in enumeration. Specifically, the results showed that CDA amplitude followed an asymptotic trend with a plateau at around three targets. This result is in line with previous behavioral (e.g. Cowan, 2001; Luck and Vogel, 1997) and neuroimaging (e.g. Todd and Marois, 2004) findings suggesting that visual working memory is a mechanism with a capacity limit at approximately three–four items. Similar findings on the CDA have been shown in tasks that require active and explicit maintenance of items and thus in which visual working memory plays a crucial role. For instance, numerosity-driven modulations of CDA have been found in delayed match-to-sample (Vogel and Machizawa, 2004) and multiple object tracking (Drew and Vogel, 2008) tasks in which participants are explicitly instructed to memorize the items either to recall them or to track them. Extending the results of Pagano and Mazza (2012), our findings indicate that numerosity-related modulations of CDA are also elicited during visual enumeration, confirming that visual working memory plays a role in the execution of visual tasks in which no active memory maintenance is required. More generally, this result suggests that visual working memory, as indexed by CDA, is sensitive to the quantity of information to be processed across different tasks.

The involvement of visual working memory in subitizing was also confirmed by the results of the model fitting. Here both the behavioral and neural data had a consistent bilinear pattern with an inflection point at around numerosity three. While this has already been demonstrated for error rates and N2pc (e.g., see Ester et al., 2012), the present results represent the first evidence that a similar pattern is present also for CDA during enumeration. Overall, this result resonates with previous studies showing a capacity limit in visual working memory (Cowan, 2001; Luck and Vogel, 1997), and adds the important information that visual working memory resources are recruited to some extent also when there is no explicit requirement to retain quantity information beyond the encoding phase.

Finally, the results of the correlational analysis provide important information regarding which of the two
mechanisms considered here played a significant role in subitizing. We found a correlation between the individual behavioral subitizing effect and the neural slopes between one and three items for the N2pc, but not for the CDA. This indicates that the strength of the N2pc modulation between one and three targets is associated with the individual subitizing range, with larger modulations of N2pc corresponding to higher enumeration performance. This result suggests that those individuals with an efficient individuation mechanism can apprehend more items simultaneously, thus enlarging their subitizing range. In the light of the findings of Pagano and Mazza (2012) and Ester et al. (2012), this finding further extends the idea that individual limits in the individuation capacity shape the way multiple objects are enumerated.

In contrast with the N2pc pattern, the CDA component was not significantly correlated with the behavioral measures in our study suggesting that working memory capacity limits are not the proximal cause of the subitizing phenomenon and that the present CDA modulations may represent a byproduct of the functioning of the individuation mechanism. In other words, we can speculate that the limited capacity of individuation, as indexed by the N2pc pattern, limits the amount of information that enters visual working memory, thus inducing numerosity-driven modulation in the CDA component for up to three elements. This inference may seem to be in conflict with the results of previous studies on multiple object tracking and delayed match-to-sample judgments (Drew and Vogel, 2008; Vogel and Machizawa, 2004), which found significant correlations between behavioral capacity indexes and CDA modulations. However, it should be noted that visual working memory is particularly taxed in these tasks because they require maintaining information in memory for a relatively long period of time (i.e. some seconds). Therefore, it is likely that the capacity of visual working memory – which is supposed to maintain information over time – is more directly involved in the execution of these tasks, thus correlating better with behavioral performance.

4. Conclusions

The results of the present study add novel information on the dynamics of attention and visual working memory during enumeration of small object quantities. We found that both individuation, as indexed by N2pc, and visual working memory, as reflected by CDA, are involved during visual enumeration. Crucially, though, we showed that it is the individuation mechanism that plays the critical role in subitizing. These results suggest that constraints in the attentional stage of multiple object processing are directly linked to the emergence of the subitizing effect.

5. Experimental procedures

5.1. Participants

Sixteen healthy volunteers (males = 2, mean age = 23.3) were tested in two separate sessions after providing written informed consent. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The study was approved by the local ethics committee.

5.2. Stimuli and procedure

A total number of 32 green (8 cd/m²) and red (8 cd/m²) dots, distributed equally on the right and on the left of a white fixation cross, were displayed on a dark gray background (6 cd/m²). The dots appeared within an invisible 10 (rows) × 8

Fig. 2 – ERP results and scalp topographies. Top: N2pc and CDA difference waveforms as a function of target numerosity. Each line represents the contralateral minus ipsilateral difference in the activity at PO7/PO8 electrodes for numerosities 1–4 (A) and 5–8 (B). Bottom: topography of the numerosity effect in the small (left: 4 – 1 target difference) and in the large (right: 8 – 5 target difference) numerosity range for the N2pc (C) and the CDA (D). The maps (N2pc 180–300 ms and CDA 400–600 ms) were obtained from difference waveforms and mirrored across the midline.
During the experiment a remote eye-tracking device was used to control for horizontal ocular artifacts, providing an on-line feedback to the participants every 50 ms after stimulus onset. Trials with 9 targets were excluded a priori from the ERP and behavioral analyses in order to avoid contaminations due to the so called “end effect” (e.g., see Mandler and Shebo, 1982). The lateralized components were computed first by collapsing all electrodes across target side (i.e. left electrodes were labeled as ipsilateral and right electrodes as contralateral for left targets, and vice versa for right targets), and then by subtracting the ipsilateral activity from the contralateral one at posterior electrodes (PO7 and PO8) in two separate intervals: N2pc (180–300 ms) and CDA (400–600 ms).

5.4. Statistical analyses

5.4.1. General analyses

The first set of analyses was carried out on the entire range of numerosities (1–8) to evaluate the overall effect of target set size on the behavioral and neural data. For this reason, mean error rates, N2pc and CDA mean amplitudes were submitted to a repeated-measures ANOVA with numerosity (8 levels: 1–8 targets) and component (2 levels: N2pc and CDA; for the ERP data only) as factors.

In the second set of analyses we assessed more precisely the trends of the behavioral and neural data separately for the small and large numerosity range. To this purpose we split the eight levels of the factor numerosity in two sets and conducted two repeated measures ANOVAs, one for the small numerosity range (4 levels: 1, 2, 3, 4 targets) and one for the large numerosity range (4 levels: 5, 6, 7, 8 targets). This was done separately for error rates, N2pc and CDA amplitudes, for a total of six ANOVAs. When necessary, the results were corrected for the violation of the sphericity assumption using the Greenhouse–Geisser correction method. Only corrected \( p \) values are reported.

5.4.2. Model fitting and comparisons

In most of the previous studies (e.g. Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994) the subitizing effect is characterized by the presence of a “breaking point” in both error rates and/or reaction times.

Fig. 3 – Model fitting results. Results of the bilinear (red line) and logarithmic/exponential (green line) model fitting superimposed on the behavioral (A), N2pc (B) and CDA (C) functions (black lines) in the 1–5 target range.
This point corresponds to a sudden change in the slope of the enumeration function and should reflect a putative change in the underlying processing of object numerosities. The breaking point is usually observed at numerosity three or four and can be estimated by modeling the data according to a bilinear function (see Balakrishnan and Ashby, 1991; Ester et al., 2012). Since the breaking point is considered the signature of the subitizing effect we reasoned that such inflection point should also be present in the neural component(s) involved in the generation of the subitizing phenomenon. Thus, following the same logic as in Ester et al. (2012), here we evaluated the presence of the inflection point by fitting the bilinear model on error rates, N2pc and CDA amplitudes for each participant. The modeling was performed using a piecewise linear model from the R library SiZer (Sonderegger, 2012). The goodness of fit of the bilinear model (adjusted $R^2$) was compared to the performance of a different model that does not predict the presence of a breaking point. This second function was different for the behavioral and the neural data since they have modulations in opposite directions (i.e. error rates are in the positive quadrant, N2pc and CDA are in the negative quadrant). Following Ester et al. (2012), we chose the exponential function to model the error rates and the logarithmic function to model the neural data. Differently from the bilinear model, the exponential and logarithmic functions do not predict any sudden change in the slope of the enumeration performance.

To compare the performance of the bilinear model with the exponential/logarithmic models we extracted for each participant and each measure (behavioral and neural) the adjusted $R^2$ of each model and compared them by means of a $t$-test. As in Ester et al. (2012), we restricted the modeling on both error rates and ERPs for the range between one and five targets in order to avoid contaminations in the model fitting due to participants’ performance. This was necessary because for those participants who performed equally bad for the largest numerosities (i.e. seven and eight) the bilinear model considered the change in the steepness of this second part of the enumeration function (that actually did not represent the subitizing effect) to calculate the inflection point, thus over-estimating the individual subitizing range. Differently from the Ester et al. (2012) study, which constrained the part of the curve post-inflection point to be parallel to the abscissa axis, we used a piecewise bilinear model that did not make any assumption on the slope of the function pre- and post-inflection point. This choice was driven by the fact that in the subitizing literature error rates between one and three-four items are rarely represented by a flat function but rather by a shallower function with respect to larger numerosities.

5.4.3. Correlations
To assess which of the two neural responses (N2pc and CDA) represents better the behavioral limit of subitizing, here we tested for individual differences in the behavioral subitizing effect and their correlation with the neural modulations. We reasoned that the individual inflection point of the error rates should correlate with the modulation of one or both neural responses, depending on whether individuation and/or visual working memory play a major role in the subitizing phenomenon. To this purpose, we correlated the individual behavioral inflection points estimated by the bilinear model with a slope index extracted separately for N2pc and CDA. This neural slope was calculated as the difference in amplitude between the smallest numerosity (one target) and the numerosity corresponding to the N2pc and CDA inflection points extracted by the model fitting procedure (i.e., three targets, see Section 5.4.2 for a description of the procedure and Section 2.3 for the results). The differences in amplitude as well as the inflection
points were computed on the basis of the fitted values estimated by the bilinear model on each component. Our reasoning was that those individuals with higher enumeration efficiency (i.e., higher inflection points in error rates) may possess a better ability to individuate and/or maintain in working memory multiple targets simultaneously, and should therefore show a larger difference in the corresponding neural response between one and three targets (for a similar approach, see Ester et al., 2012). Thus, the difference of the fitted values between one and three targets should correlate with the individual inflection point in error rates (i.e. the individual capacity limit) for the neural component(s) underlying the subitizing effect.

5.4.4. Slope comparison
The model fitting procedure and the estimation of the inflection point on the neural and behavioral data capture a general difference in the slope pre- and post-inflection point without assessing which part of the function is steeper. This piece of information is important when testing for the presence of the subitizing effect. For instance, previous behavioral studies have demonstrated that the behavioral subitizing effect is associated with the shallower slope of the function (Trick and Pylyshyn, 1993, 1994). To assess the trends of the behavioral and neural functions, we compared the steepness of the slopes before and after the inflection point of each participant.

The pre- and post-inflection slopes were estimated individually using the whole range of numerosities from 1 to 8 and the inflection points estimated by the model fitting procedure. The pre-inflection slopes for the neural and behavioral data were calculated for each participant by subtracting the amplitude/error rate for 1 target (the smallest numerosity in the set) from the amplitude/error rate corresponding to the individual inflection point. The post-inflection slopes were computed by subtracting the amplitude/error rate of the first numerosity above the individual inflection point from the amplitude/error rate corresponding to 8 targets (the largest numerosity in the set). To compare the steepness of the pre- and post-inflection slopes we used a one tailed t-test. For the behavioral data, we tested the hypothesis that the pre-inflection slope would be smaller than the post-inflection slope. The opposite hypothesis (larger pre-inflection slopes relative to the post-inflection slopes) was tested for the neural data.
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